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condition 2& = 0 (mod q — 1) implies that 22* —2 = —1 (mod g).) Thus 
we have proved: 

LEMMA 2. The number 2(2£ — 1)! s*, when expressed as a fraction in 
lowest terms, has denominator bkki. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. If r = 4k is a multiple of 2(q — l)q\ it follows 
that q is of rank k. Hence q divides bh and qi divides k\\ so that qi+1 

divides the denominator of bkki. Together with Theorem 1, Corollary 2 
this completes the proof. 
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An upper semicontinuous decomposition G of E 3 into points and 
tame arcs is defined in [ l ] such that the decomposition space B is 
topologically different from E3 . Interesting properties of this space 
have also been given by Fort [4], Curtis [2; 3] , and Wilder [3]. We 
show that the cartesian product of the space B and a line E1 is topo
logically E4 . Perhaps the argument used is related to that employed 
by Arnold Shapiro to show that the cartesian product of a manifold 
described by Whitehead in [S] and a line is topologically E4. 

The arcs of the decomposition G are intersections of double tori 
as shown in the figure. The solid double torus contains four double 
tori 7*1, r2 , JT3, 7*4 as shown; each 7\- in turn contains four double tori 
Tu, Ti2, TiZy Tu (not shown) imbedded in 7\- as Z\, T2, Z$, 7\ were 
imbedded in T; more double tori are imbedded in the Ti/s; etc. The 
tame arcs of the decomposition G are the components of 

T-ZTi'ZTijZTijk-

Although these tame arcs are mutually exclusive, it is not possible 
to get a 2-sphere in E 8 that misses their sum and separates two of 
them. No topological cube in T contains Ti + T2 + Ti+T*. 

When the cartesian product is taken, the extra dimension enables 
one to unravel certain linking handles in the sense that if [a, b] is 
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an interval and e > 0 , then there is a topological 4-cell in 

T X [a - e, b + e] 

that contains (Ti + T2 + T3 + T4)X [a, b]. 
In order to describe this topological 4-cell, we use eight disks to 

chop T into seven topological cubes Co, Ci, C2, C3, C4, CB, Ce as shown 
in the figure. The topological 4-cell in r x [a — e, 6 + e] that contains 
(Ti + T2 + Tz + T^) X [a, b] is the sum of the following thirteen 4-cells: 

Co X [a — e, b + e], 

(Ci + C3) X [a - €, a - e/2], (C2 + C4) X [a - 6, a - e/2], 

(Cx + C5) X [b + e/2, 6 + c], (C2 + C.) X [b + e/2, b + e], 

(TV (Ci + C,)) X [a - c/2, 6], (TV (d + C,)) X [a - e/2, b], 
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( IV (Ci + C,)) X k b + e/2], (Tv (Ci + C,)) X[a,b + e/2], 

(ZV (C2 + CO) X [a - c/2, J] , ( IV (C, + C4)) X [a - e/2, i ] , 

( ÏY (C, + C.)) X [o, b + e/2], (7Y (C, + C6)) X [a, J + e/2]. 

The first of these thirteen 4-cells forms the main body of the sum, 
while the next four serve as wings onto which are fastened the last 
eight. 

The fact that the cartesian products of the sum of double tori and 
intervals lie in such 4-cells enables one to describe in isotopy on 
EBXE1 = E4 that shrinks sets of the sort A Xw to small size where A 
is a tame arc of G in Ez and «/££*. This shrinking is continued to a 
pseudo isotopy that shows that BXE1 is topologically E4 . Hence we 
have the following result in which the equality implies topological 
equivalence. 

THEOREM. BXE1 = E \ 

The noncompactness of B is not a critical issue for if we let "E de
note the one point compactification of B we have the following results. 

THEOREM. BXE1 = SZXEK 

THEOREM. 'SxS1 = StXSK 

THEOREM. The sum of two cones over the common base B is S4. 

The preceding results show that there are homeomorphisms of 
period 2 of E 4 and SA onto themselves whose fixed point sets are B 
and B respectively. 
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